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Key concept extraction is a major step for ontology learning that aims to build an ontology by identifying
relevant domain concepts and their semantic relationships from a text corpus. The success of ontology
development using key concept extraction strongly relies on the degree of relevance of the key concepts
identified. If the identified key concepts are not closely relevant to the domain, the constructed ontology
will not be able to correctly and fully represent the domain knowledge. In this paper, we propose a novel
method, named CFinder, for key concept extraction. Given a text corpus in the target domain, CFinder first
extracts noun phrases using their linguistic patterns based on Part-Of-Speech (POS) tags as candidates for
key concepts. To calculate the weights (or importance) of these candidates within the domain, CFinder
combines their statistical knowledge and domain-specific knowledge indicating their relative importance
within the domain. The calculated weights are further enhanced by considering an inner structural pat-
tern of the candidates. The effectiveness of CFinder is evaluated with a recently developed ontology for
the domain of ‘emergency management for mass gatherings’ against the state-of-the-art methods for
key concept extraction including—Text2Onto, KP-Miner and Moki. The comparative evaluation results
show that CFinder statistically significantly outperforms all the three methods in terms of F-measure
and average precision.

� 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Due to an exponential growth of available information and
knowledge, ontologies have become widely exploited in many dif-
ferent domains. Ontologies are typically built to formally concep-
tualize knowledge in a domain of interest. Their main aim is to
provide a shared and common understanding of domain knowl-
edge and promote interoperability between people and many
application systems (Chandrasekaran, Josephson, & Benjamins,
1999).

The formal and explicit specifications of ontologies are mainly
defined in the form of concepts and their relations that need to be
shared and conceptualized (Wong, Liu, & Bennamoun, 2012).
Although there is an increasing demand for building ontologies
in different domains, this task is very tedious and complex, and re-
quires a huge amount of effort and domain knowledge from do-
main experts. To facilitate this task, ontology learning has been
widely studied and used to build an ontology semi-automatically
or automatically. Its aim is to extract concepts and their relations
including occasional axioms about the concepts from documents
to build an ontology (Wong et al., 2012).

In an ontology, concepts typically represent a set of classes of
entities or things within a domain (Noy & mcguinness, 2001).
According to prior studies (Jiang & Tan, 2010; Li & Wu, 2006), con-
cepts can be often described by noun phrases that are suitable for
representing the key information within text documents. A noun
phrase means a single noun or a group of words that function to-
gether as a noun. However, the main problem under this scheme
is that not all the noun phrases can be considered as domain-spe-
cific concepts and useful for accurately conceptualizing domain
knowledge. The reason is that such concepts may contain noise
terms or include terms that are too general and common.

Therefore, in ontology learning, a key challenge is how to auto-
matically extract domain-specific key concepts that can correctly
represent the key information of a corpus of document (s) in a do-
main of interest. Thus, key concept extraction is a primary and the
most basic step for ontology learning from text documents (Jiang
& Tan, 2010; Wong et al., 2012). If extracted key concepts are
non-relevant, an ontology may not fully and correctly represent
domain knowledge as such irrelevant concepts can also lead to
generating non-relevant relations and axioms.
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For key concept extraction, many existing approaches have fo-
cused on extracting keyphrases (Cimiano & Volker, 2005; Jiang &
Tan, 2010; Li & Wu, 2006; Tonelli, Rospocher, Pianta, & Serafini,
2011) from a corpus of documents.1 Keyphrases are a set of terms,
each comprising one or more words, and describe the document
with which they are associated conveying the primary information
of the document (El-Beltagy & Rafea, 2009; Li & Wu, 2006). These
approaches can be categorized as either (1) machine learning ap-
proaches that require a training corpus of documents (i.e. supervised
approaches) (Frank, Paynter, Witten, Gutwin, & Nevill-Manning,
1999; Medelyan & Witten, 2006), (2) multiple corpus-based ap-
proaches that require corpora of multiple document collections from
multiple domains (Jiang & Tan, 2010; Missikoff, Velardi, & Fabriani,
2003; Xu, Kurz, Piskorski, & Schmeier, 2002), (3) glossary-based ap-
proaches that use author-provided keyphrases or glossary terms
(Diederich & Balke, 2007; Novalija, Mladenic, & Bradesko, 2011;
Wang, Mamaani Barnaghi, & Bargiela, 2010), or (4) heuristic-based
approaches that often mix both natural language processing (NLP)
techniques and statistical information of phrases extracted from
the corpus (Li & Wu, 2006).

In this paper, we propose a novel key concept finder named
CFinder that uses a heuristic that combines NLP techniques, statis-
tical knowledge, domain-specific knowledge and an inner struc-
tural pattern of terms extracted from a corpus of documents in
the target domain. More specifically, CFinder makes use of linguis-
tic patterns to extract key concept candidates considering their
POS tags. To calculate the weights (or importance) of the candidates
within the target domain, CFinder combines statistical and do-
main-specific knowledge of the candidates. Such weights are fur-
ther enhanced using an inner structural (i.e. word-occurrence)
pattern existed within the candidates. CFinder can be categorized
into the heuristic-based approaches as it incorporates the above
heuristic to identify relevant key concepts.

In our evaluation, we compare CFinder with three state-of-the-
art heuristic-based methods for key concept extraction which are
Text2Onto2 (Cimiano & Volker, 2005), KP-Miner3 (El-Beltagy & Ra-
fea, 2009) and Moki4 (Tonelli et al., 2011) that are publicly available.
The evaluation results show that CFinder significantly outperforms
all the three methods at the 99% confidence level in terms of widely
used evaluation metrics in Information Retrieval, which are F-mea-
sure and average precision (Manning, Raghavan, & Schütze, 2008;
Wong et al., 2012). For evaluation purposes, we particularly focus
on the domain of ‘emergency management for mass gatherings’, simply
referred to as DMG in this paper. In DMG, we evaluate the effective-
ness of CFinder using actual concepts in a recently developed ontol-
ogy, Domain Ontology for Mass Gatherings (DO4MG) (Delir Haghighi,
Burstein, Zaslavsky, & Arbon, 2013). This ontology is publicly avail-
able and the source materials it was built upon are fully accessible.

This article is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a compre-
hensive review of current studies on key concept extraction and
highlights its advantageous features of CFinder. Section 3 provides
the details of the CFinder approach and its main steps. Section 4
describes the comparative evaluation of CFinder in terms of F-mea-
sure and average precision. Section 5 summarizes the findings and
results and concludes the paper.
2. Related work

Most existing approaches to key concept extraction can be di-
vided into four categories: (1) machine learning approaches, (2)
1 Due to their relatedness, we do not distinguish between terms ‘key concept’ and
‘keyphrase’, and use them interchangeably.

2 https://code.google.com/p/text2onto/.
3 http://www.claes.sci.e.g./coe_wm/kpminer/.
4 https://moki.fbk.eu/website/index.php.
multiple corpus-based approaches, (3) glossary-based approaches,
and (4) heuristic-based approaches. Below, we provide the related
work for each of these categories, and highlight how CFinder is dis-
tinguished from the existing approaches with its main features.

2.1. Machine learning approaches

KEA (Frank et al., 1999) and KEA++ (Medelyan & Witten, 2006)
extract keyphrase candidates from a corpus of documents using
NLP techniques, and then use a model to identify key concepts by
determining which of the candidates are most likely to be key con-
cepts. The model is learned using a classifier (i.e. Naive Bayes) from
training documents where the author-provided keyphrases are
already known. However, the effectiveness of these approaches
relies strongly on the quality and amount of the underlying train-
ing documents.

2.2. Multiple corpus-based approaches

The multiple corpus-based approaches rely mainly on the exploi-
tation of corpora of multiple document collections from multiple do-
mains to assign higher weights to more domain-specific terms (Jiang
& Tan, 2010; Missikoff et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2002). In common, these
approaches first extract noun phrases from a target document using
NLP techniques. Then, they use the frequency information of these
phrases, which is computed from a corpus in the target domain
and another corpus from the contrasting domain (Jiang & Tan,
2010). Alternatively, Missikoff et al. (2003) and Xu et al. (2002) pro-
posed to use corpora of multiple document collections from differ-
ent domains instead of a corpus from the contrasting domain.

However, a common problem of these approaches is that they
require a substantial number of documents from different domains
to accurately identify key concepts. Thus, in a relatively less
matured domain (or a newly-born domain) that may have a small
corpus of relevant documents, these approaches may suffer from a
large difference between the size of the corpus and corpora of
different domains, thereby leading to a high skewness in terms
of the frequency information of the extracted noun phrases among
the domains. Eventually, this may often lead to making the overall
performance poor.

2.3. Glossary-based approaches

The glossary-based approaches are characterized by the use of
author-provided glossary terms in a corpus of documents. For
example, Novalija et al. (2011) used a set of glossary terms pro-
vided from the corpus as key concepts to extend an existing ontol-
ogy. However, it is hard to see that all these terms can be always
regarded as key concepts, because these terms may also include
newly introduced or uncommon but trivial terms as well as too
general terms. Thus, sometimes, such terms are seen as non do-
main-specific, and thus convey not important information of the
corpus. Also, if the corpus does not provide glossary terms, this ap-
proach cannot extract key concepts.

As another trend, author-provided keyphrases that more fre-
quently appear in the corpus are also adopted as key concepts
(Diederich & Balke, 2007; Wang et al., 2010). A problem of this
scheme however is that such keyphrases cannot be always seen
as key concepts, because these terms can be sometimes too general
to be considered as key concepts, thus hardly making them useful
as key concepts.

2.4. Heuristic-based approaches

According to our survey, many approaches to key concept
extraction can be categorized into the heuristic-based approaches.
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These approaches depend largely on various heuristics to identify
key concepts.

For example, KIP (Li & Wu, 2006) first extracts keyphrase candi-
dates from a corpus of documents using NLP techniques. Then, it
uses a heuristic to measure the weights of the candidates through
two steps. First, for each candidate, it assigns a weight to each key-
word (i.e. a single word parsed from the candidate) based on its
frequency in a glossary database that contains pre-defined do-
main-specific terms. Then, it computes the weight of the candidate
by combining its frequency in the corpus and the weights of key-
words within the candidate. Finally, the candidates with higher
weights are selected as key concepts. However, two limitations
of KIP lie in that (1) determining a weight for each keyword is done
using training documents (i.e. it requires a training process and
thus may be computationally expensive), and (2) the weighting
scheme for keyphrase candidates is based on the assumption that
a higher weight must be assigned to a candidate whose length in
words (i.e. word count) is longer; however this assumption cannot
be always correct, since some keywords (i.e. single-word key-
phrase) must be also adopted as key concepts (e.g. ‘weather’ is a
concept in the DO4MG ontology).

Text2Onto (Cimiano & Volker, 2005) determines key concepts
after extracting keyphrase candidates based on different weighting
criteria (i.e. entropy, RTF (Relative Term Frequency), and TF-IDF
(Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency)) as heuristics for
estimating their domain relevance. However, in the entropy and
RTF criteria, only using the frequency information may lead to
extracting more single-word terms than multi-word terms as key
concepts. This is because multi-word terms are less likely to appear
than single-word terms in general. To illustrate this, consider two
terms ‘service’ and ‘emergency medical service’. In this example, it
is highly possible for these weighting criteria (i.e. entropy and RTF)
to recognize the term ‘service’ which can be largely used in many
domains as a key concept, even though it is a general term and the
latter term is closer to a key concept in the DMG domain. This ap-
proach will result in missing many of multi-word terms that need
to be considered as key concepts. Also, in the TF-IDF criterion, if a
key concept appears frequently due to its importance, it may not
be selected since its IDF value tends to be a value of 0. However,
in this work, we have observed that very often key concepts are
frequently appearing in most of documents in the underlying cor-
pus. The TF-IDF scheme is also adopted to identify key concepts in
Chen, Liang, and Pan (2008), Rezgui (2007) and Villaverde, Persson,
Godoy, and Amandi (2009).

TextOntoEx (Dahab, Hassan, & Rafea, 2008) uses semantic pat-
terns to identify key concepts and their relations to construct an
ontology. A semantic pattern is defined using a user-defined lin-
guistic format to represent a specific meaning. For example, a
semantic pattern ‘<Plant Part><Becomes.Verb><Color>’ indi-
cates that any plant parts in a given text and any colors connected
to different synonyms of the verb ‘becomes’ can be considered key
concepts. However, a main problem of this approach is that it is
very hard and time-consuming to define all semantic patterns
manually to identify key concepts for the target domain. Also, it
is hard to generalize this approach without human interventions
in different domains, as semantic patterns must be differently de-
fined for a given domain by domain experts.

A graph-based key concept extraction approach was proposed
in Hou, Ong, Nee, Zhang, and Liu (2011). It attempts to extract
key concepts from a corpus using a graph structure, where each
node represents a single-word term extracted from the corpus,
and each edge represents an associative strength between two
nodes where the strength is measured by a total number of occur-
rences of the nodes together adjacently. For each node, its weight is
calculated using its frequency information considering its adjacent
nodes. Finally, based on this weighting heuristic, the approach
generates a number of key concepts, where each of them is repre-
sented as a cluster of adjacent terms. However, this approach pre-
fers to identify single-word terms to represent nodes in a graph,
thus tending to miss many important multi-word terms. Also,
since each concept is represented as a cluster of adjacent terms,
it may be hard to interpret the meaning of each concept clearly
and precisely.

Shih, Chen, Chu, and Chen (2011) proposed a key concept
extraction technique by considering synonyms of each term ex-
tracted from a given corpus. It first determines whether two terms
are synonymous with each other by examining the similarity be-
tween their respective co-occurring terms, linguistic similarity
and semantic similarity. Then, a concept is described by its syn-
onyms, and its weight is measured by its frequency in the corpus.
However, since this techniques is based only on frequency infor-
mation of terms, it leads to the same problems as Text2Onto with
the entropy and RTF criteria.

KP-Miner (El-Beltagy & Rafea, 2009) selects keyphrase candi-
dates using statistical and NLP techniques with heuristics (e.g.
the first occurrence position of the candidates in each of the cor-
pus). Then, it measures the weights of the candidates using a var-
iant form of the TF-IDF weight, and finally determines keyphrases
based on these weights. A recent ontology building system, Moki
(Tonelli et al., 2011), uses a keyphrase extractor KX (Pianta &
Tonelli, 2010) for key concept extraction. It first extracts n-grams
from a corpus of documents, and then finds most important
phrases based on different kinds of heuristics (e.g. the first occur-
rence position of terms, keyphrase length and longer concept
boosting) with NLP techniques.

In this paper, we compare CFinder with three heuristic-based
approaches—Text2Onto, KP-Miner and Moki—using the ontology,
DO4MG, in the domain DMG. In our evaluation, we show that
CFinder significantly outperforms these methods in terms of F-
measure and average precision.

2.5. CFinder’s distinctive features

In the following, we present how CFinder is distinguished from
the above approaches and what its advantageous features are:

� CFinder can be considered as an unsupervised approach for key
concept extraction in the sense that it does not require training
documents prior to learning in contrast to the supervised
approaches.
� CFinder does not require a set of corpus documents from multi-

ple domains to identify key concepts compared to the multiple
corpus-based approaches. This leads to avoiding the human
effort to collect relevant corpora and also being computationally
less expensive to compute the weights of key concept candi-
dates. Further, the common problems in the multiple corpus-
based approaches such as the high skewness in terms of the fre-
quency information of terms do not occur in CFinder.
� CFinder identifies key concepts by combining various tech-

niques and knowledge sources—NLP techniques, statistical
knowledge, domain-specific knowledge and an inner structural
pattern of extracted terms. Therefore, unlike the glossary-based
approaches, it does not rely only on author-provided keyphras-
es, and thus being able to find more implicitly important key
concepts even if these are not explicitly specified by the authors
of the target corpus. Also, CFinder is able to filter out too general
or trivial terms through the use of a combination of statistical
and domain-specific knowledge even if these were specified
as keyphrases by the authors.
� Unlike many of the heuristic-based approaches that are mainly

based on both NLP techniques and statistical knowledge, CFind-
er further leverages domain-specific knowledge and an inner



Table 1
Key concept candidate extraction for a phrase: ‘medical care system’.

Approach Single-word terms Multi-word terms

(Jiang & Tan, 2010) system (the phrase head) medical care, care system,
medical system

(Li & Wu, 2006) medical, care, system medical care, care system
CFinder care, system medical care, care system
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structural pattern of key concept candidates. This helps to over-
come the problems that have been found in the heuristic-based
approaches where only the frequency or TF-IDF weights of the
candidates are used to measure the weights of the candidates.
Also, unlike the approaches that require user-specified semantic
patterns (Dahab et al., 2008), CFinder does not rely on any user-
specified input. This makes CFinder simpler to use and easily
applicable to other domains.

3. CFinder: a novel key concept finder

CFinder consists of three steps to discover key concepts. Its
overall procedural steps are outlined in Fig. 1.

First, CFinder identifies key concept candidates using POS tags,
linguistic patterns and a synonym table from a corpus of docu-
ments. A POS tagger and linguistic patterns are used to extract
noun phrases. A synonym table is used to define abbreviations
used in the corpus. Second, as the major step, CFinder calculates
the weights of the candidates using a combination of statistical
and domain-specific knowledge. The weight of each candidate is
represented as a real number and indicates its degree of relevance
in the target domain. The higher a weight of a candidate is, the
more relevant the candidate is in the target domain. Statistical
knowledge is obtained using statistical analysis of the candidates
from the corpus, while domain-specific knowledge is obtained
through a domain-specific glossary list. The weight of each candi-
date is further enhanced using an inner structural (i.e. word-occur-
rence) pattern within the candidate. Finally, CFinder generates a
ranked list of key concepts according to their weights. In the fol-
lowing, we describe each of these steps in more details.

3.1. Key concept candidate extraction

Key concept candidate extraction is a preliminary step for iden-
tifying key concepts. Its objective is to extract all possible candi-
dates for key concepts using NLP techniques. Broadly, there are
two main schemes that focus on extracting concept candidates in
ontology learning systems.

The first scheme is to initially find domain-specific single-word
terms, and then derive compound phrases by mixing them using
statistical measures (Hou et al., 2011; Xu et al., 2002). An example
of such a statistical measure is the term co-occurrence criterion
(Manning & Schütze, 1999). However, as reported by Jiang and
Tan (2010), the first scheme tends to lead to generating more sin-
gle-word terms as key concepts, thereby missing many important
multi-word terms that constitute the majority of domain-specific
concepts. According to Nakagawa and Mori (2002), 85% of key con-
cepts are actually comprised of multi-word terms.

As an effort to overcome this problem, most recent approaches
follow the second scheme. This scheme initially extracts noun
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phrases, and then generates possible combinations of those terms
belonging to each of the extracted noun phrases (Cimiano & Volker,
2005; Jiang & Tan, 2010; Li & Wu, 2006). For example, Jiang and
Tan (2010) used all possible combinations of such terms within
each phrase and a single-word term that is the head of the phrase
where the head means a word that determines the syntactic type
of the phrase (see an example in Table 1). On the other hand, Li
and Wu (2006) used all single-word terms and all adjacent terms
within each phrase (see also an example in Table 1).

In our approach, we follow the second scheme, as it is more
promising than the first scheme for generating key concepts made
up with multi-word terms. The detailed steps are as follows:

1. Noun phrase extraction using POS tags: CFinder first extracts
key concept candidates using their linguistic patterns based on
POS tags. POS tagging is the process for assigning a part of
speech to each word in a text corpus. We use the Stanford
POS tagger (Toutanova, Klein, Manning, & Singer, 2003) to parse
a given corpus of documents in the target domain by splitting
the corpus into sentences and assigning a POS tag to each word
extracted from each sentence. Then, we extract noun phrases
from each sentence using the following linguistic pattern used
in Li and Wu (2006): ðJJÞ�ðNÞþ, where ‘JJ’ means an adjective
and ‘N’ denote nouns, and this pattern is interpreted as phrases
starting with (1) one or more nouns or (2) one or more adjec-
tives followed by one or more nouns (‘⁄’: zero or more time
occurrences, ‘+’: one or more time occurrences).

2. Synonym finding and stopword removing: We use a synonym
table to identify abbreviations and their original forms in the
extracted phrases in the first step, for example, the original
form of ‘EMS’ is ‘Emergency Medical Service’. This table is man-
ually built by looking up abbreviations provided by the authors
in the corpus if exist. Also, we remove stopwords used by the
MySQL FullText feature from these phrases.

3. Candidate enrichment: We enrich key concept candidates by
finding more nouns within each of the phrases obtained
through the above steps. However, we separate our approach
from the approaches (Jiang & Tan, 2010; Li & Wu, 2006)
described above. Specifically, within a target phrase, we addi-
tionally consider and extract (1) single nouns and (2) all combi-
nations of adjacent words belonging to the target phrase where
each combination is only a noun phrase. We refer to these
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Table 2
The weight calculation for a composite candidate ‘medical care system’.

w(‘medical care system’, d) =
w(‘medical care’, d) +
w(‘care system’, d) +
w(‘care’, d) +
w(‘system’, d), where

w(‘medical care’, d) =
w(‘care’, d); and

w(‘care system’, d) =
w(‘care’, d) +
w(‘system’, d).

Table 3
The refined weight calculation for a composite candidate ‘medical care system’ using
the maximal subsets of the dependent-phrases of the candidate.

w(‘medical care system’, d) =
w(‘medical care’, d) +
w(‘care system’, d), where

w(‘medical care’, d) =
w(‘care’, d); and

w(‘care system’, d) =
w(‘care’, d) +
w(‘system’, d).
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additionally extracted candidates as dependent-phrases. An
example is given in Table 1. As shown in the table, compared
to Jiang and Tan (2010), our approach not only increases the
number of more single-word terms as key concept candidates
(i.e. ‘care’) but also decreases the number of multi-word terms
by ignoring non-adjacent noun phrases (i.e. ‘medical system’)
that do not co-occur adjacently together. Also, unlike Li and
Wu (2006), our approach reduces the number of single-word
terms that are non-nouns (i.e. ‘medical’) that may rarely
become key concepts.

Once key concept candidates are identified based on the above
steps, we calculate their weights using a combination of statistical
and domain-specific knowledge, which will be presented in
Section 3.2.

3.2. Weight calculation of key concept candidates

CFinder calculates the weights of key concept candidates in the
target domain using a combination of the following two types of
knowledge:

� Statistical knowledge is formulated as the frequency information
of key concept candidates extracted from a corpus D in the tar-
get domain. The intuition behind the use of this knowledge is
that the more frequently a term occurs, the higher its weight is.
� Domain-specific knowledge is formulated by measuring the rela-

tive importance of the candidates in the target domain. For this,
we build a glossary list T that consists of domain-specific terms.
These terms correspond to author-provided keywords or glos-
sary terms if exist. The aim is to use this knowledge to assign
higher weights to more domain-specific terms.

Another key feature of the weight calculation in CFinder in-
cludes the way of calculating the weight of a candidate whose
phrase length (i.e. word count) is more than 1. The weight of such
a candidate is calculated by aggregating the weights of its depen-
dent-phrases. We refer to such a candidate as a composite
candidate.

Let KC be the set of all key concept candidates. Formally, the
weight of a candidate c 2 KC with respect to a document d 2 D, de-
noted as wðc; dÞ, is computed as

wðc;dÞ ¼
tf ðc;dÞ �wdðcÞ; if lenðcÞ ¼ 1;Pn

i¼1wðci; dÞ; otherwise;

�
ð1Þ

where lenðcÞ is the phrase length of the candidate c, and tf ðc;dÞ rep-
resents the frequency ratio of c in the document d, i.e.,

tf ðc; dÞ ¼ f ðc; dÞ
maxt f ðt;dÞ

; ð2Þ

where f ðc;dÞ is the number of times that the candidate c appears in
the document d and the maximum is computed over the frequen-
cies f ðt;dÞ for all candidates t 2 KC that appear in d. Thus, tf ðc;dÞ
is calculated through the use of statistical knowledge.

In Eq. (1), wdðcÞ represents the weight of the candidate c calcu-
lated using domain-specific knowledge. Formally, it is defined as

wdðcÞ ¼ 1þ logðdf ðcÞÞ
logðmaxt df ðtÞÞ ; ð3Þ

where df ðcÞ is the domain-specific frequency of the candidate c, com-
puted as the number of times that c appears as part of a term in the
glossary list T . Also, maxt df ðtÞ is the maximum number of times
that any candidate in KC appears as part of a term in T . The loga-
rithm is used to mitigate the difference between df ðcÞ and
maxt df ðtÞ.
Another key principle observed in Eq. (1) is that the weight of a
composite candidate c is calculated by summing the weights of
each dependent-phrase ci of c, i.e.

Pn
i¼1wðci; dÞ, based on the

divide-and-conquer paradigm (Cormen, Stein, Rivest, & Leiserson,
2001). The idea is to exploit an inner structural (i.e. word-occurrence)
pattern observed in the candidate. More specifically, this weight
calculation problem is achieved by recursively breaking down this
problem into smaller calculation problems of its dependent-
phrases. This procedure is continued until these problems are
solved directly by using the dependent-phrases whose phrase
length is 1. Finally, partially calculated weights are combined
together into the weight of the composite candidate c. An example
is given in Table 2.

The idea underlying this weight calculation principle is to
simplify the weight calculation of a composite candidate c using
c’s dependent-phrases. It also enables us to formulate a well-
structured weight calculation even if the phrase length of c is
longer. Also, this principle naturally leverages the inherent weights
of the dependent-phrases of c. This aspect separates it from
approaches in Pianta and Tonelli (2010) that impose particular
heuristics on ‘phrase length’ of terms (e.g. longer phrases are more
weighted) that are not always correct in various domains as
reported in Jiang and Tan (2010).

As the final step, we refine the weight wðcÞ of a candidate c 2 KC
by eliminating the weights of those dependent-phrases that are
repeatedly considered to compute the weight wðcÞ. For example,
referring to Table 2, w(‘care’, d) is employed to calculate three func-
tions—w(‘medical care system’, d), w(‘medical care’, d) and w(‘care
system’, d)—to calculate the weight of ‘medical care system’. This
may not be reasonable, since it can make a high skewness between
the weights of two candidates whose phrase length is shorter and
longer, respectively. To avoid this problem, we only consider and
use the weights of the dependent-phrases of c that are the maximal
subsets of a composite candidate c to measure the weight of c. In
our context, a maximal subset is a phrase that is not a subset of
any other independent subset in the set of dependent-phrases of
a composite candidate. The premise here is that maximal subsets
of a composite candidate c can sufficiently approximate the infor-
mation content of c. Finally, using the concept of maximal subsets,
w(‘medical care system’, d) is calculated as seen in Table 3.
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As can be seen in Table 3, two weights of two dependent-
phrases ‘care’ and ‘system’, used to calculate w(‘medical care sys-
tem’, d), are eliminated compared to Table 2, since (1) ‘care’ is a
subset of both ‘medical care’ and ‘care system’ and (2) ‘system’ is
a subset of ‘care system’.

In summary, we highlight the following distinctive features of
our approach for calculating the weights of key concept candidates
in KC:

� Our approach assigns higher weights to more frequently occur-
ring candidates in the corpus D and the domain-specific glos-
sary list T . Therefore, although a candidate whose phrase
length is 1, it tends to become highly weighted if its frequency
is high in D and/or T .
� Candidates in KC will be highly weighted, if their phrase length

is longer and also their dependent-phrases are frequently
occurring in D and/or T . Thus, although a composite candidate
in KC is not frequently occurring in D, its weight will be high if
its dependent-phrases are frequently occurring in D and/or T .
� As seen in Eq. (1), we do not consider including the IDF factor

used in TF-IDF: tf ðc; dÞ � idf ðcÞ, where idf ðcÞ is the inverse doc-
ument frequency that measures whether c is common or rare
across in the corpus D, assigning higher weights to more rare
candidates in KC. Formally, it is defined as idf ðcÞ ¼ log jDj

ð1þjdj jÞ
,

where dj is the set of documents in D that c appears. In TF-
IDF, if a candidate c, which needs to be considered as a key con-
cept, frequently appears in many documents in D, it cannot be
selected as a key concept since idf ðcÞ is closer to 0. That is,
the TF-IDF is sensitively affected by the number of documents
in D. As mentioned in Section 2.4, however, very often
domain-specific terms (i.e. key concepts) are frequently appear-
ing in the underlying corpus. Thus, the TF-IDF measure may
perform poorly in the context. Thus, we do not incorporate
the IDF factor into the calculation of wðcÞ.

3.3. Key concept extraction

Having identified key concept candidates KC with their weights
through Sections 3.1 and 3.2 for each document in the corpus D,
we finally aggregate their weights across all documents in D. For-
mally, given a candidate c 2 KC, its weight with respect to D is de-
fined as follows:

wðc;DÞ ¼
XjDj
i¼1

wðc; diÞ; ð4Þ

where di is a document in D. Finally, CFinder generates a ranked list
of key concept candidates fc1; c2; . . . ; cjKCjg 2 KC according to their
weights in the target domain based on the corpus D, where
wðci;DÞP wðcj;DÞ for all i < j. Thus, we can finally select a user-
specified number of the candidates as key concepts from the list.
4. Evaluation

To evaluate CFinder in terms of effectiveness, we apply it to an
existing ontology named the DO4MG ontology (Delir Haghighi
et al., 2013), which is developed for the DMG domain. The concepts
in the ontology were defined and annotated by rigorous text anal-
ysis on the corpora (Delir Haghighi et al., 2013): (1) the main ‘Com-
pendium of Mass Gatherings’ corpus that is a collection of 27
scientific papers for emergency management for mass gatherings
mainly from the Prehospital and Disaster Medicine journal (Arbon,
2009), (2) major journal and conference papers for emergency and
crisis management and (3) a public report/government manual
(e.g. the Emergency Management Australia (EMA)). We choose
the DO4MG ontology and the ‘Compendium of Mass Gatherings’
corpus due to their both availability for public access, and also this
ontology has been thoroughly evaluated based on a structured ap-
proach and domain expert feedback (Delir Haghighi et al., 2013).
We select this ontology in our evaluation as it allows us to validate
CFinder more effectively and accurately. Thus, the key concept can-
didates extracted and ranked by CFinder are evaluated in compar-
ison to actual concepts in the DO4MG ontology.

The competitiveness of CFinder is measured by comparing its
performance with three state-of-the-art methods for key concept
extraction, which are Text2Onto (Cimiano & Volker, 2005), KP-
Miner (El-Beltagy & Rafea, 2009) and Moki (Tonelli et al., 2011).
The criteria for choosing them are summarized as follows: (1)
these are all publicly available to use; (2) these all take unsuper-
vised approaches to key concept extraction so that we can make
a fair comparison between CFinder and them; (3) we aim to choose
specific methods that have been widely compared for evaluation
purposes for key concept extraction, so we select two widely
known methods—Text2Onto (also compared in Jiang & Tan
(2005), Jiang & Tan (2010) and Novalija et al., 2011) and KP-Miner
(also compared in Sarkar (2013) and Lim, Wong, & Lim (2013)).
Moki is chosen because it is mainly based on a combination of
NLP techniques and statistical methods for key concept extraction.
Thus, we believe that a comparison between CFinder and Moki will
provide us with an important insight into the advantages of our
proposed combination scheme and will enable us to see how
CFinder can be competitive with Moki.

In the following, we provide detailed descriptions on the data-
set (i.e. DO4MG), evaluation process and metrics, and evaluation
results of CFinder and compared methods.

4.1. The DO4MG ontology

Organizing a successful mass gathering is complex and includes
a variety of tasks. These tasks and activities can be grouped under
three main phases of pre-event, during-the-event and post-event
phases (Delir Haghighi et al., 2013). It is highly important to main-
tain the consistency and standardization of operations through all
these phases to improve the overall results and effectiveness of
medical provision. This can be mainly achieved by utilizing a com-
mon and unified knowledge structure that can be shared through
all the phases. Delir Haghighi et al. (2013) introduced a domain
ontology, named DO4MG, to provide a unified and comprehensive
view on the problem domain that can be used by all concerned
stakeholders and can be applied to all the phases and tasks of mass
gatherings.

DO4MG has been developed by first identifying the scope and
objectives, and then knowledge acquisition from the corpus of
key documents in this domain as described earlier in Section 4.
Then, the ontology has been thoroughly evaluated and refined
using a criteria-based ontology evaluation approach and based
on the feedback provided by domain experts.

In total, DO4MG contains 234 concepts. Fig. 2 shows top-level
concepts in DO4MG with their ‘is-a’ relationships. The root concept
is ‘mass gathering’, and the second level of DO4MG includes four
concepts: (1) ‘crowd features’ conceptualizing various crowd char-
acteristics of mass gatherings, (2) ‘environmental factors’ covering
various environmental factors, (3) ‘event venue’ including concepts
that relate to the internal and external characteristics of different
venues where crowds are gathered, and (4) ‘mass gathering plan’
having the largest subsumed concepts in DO4MG and conceptual-
izing various aspects of emergency management for mass gather-
ings. The third level of the ontology includes 38 subclasses, i.e.
‘children’ or ‘leaf classes’, which are broken into further subclasses.

Among all concepts in DO4MG, we choose to use 200 concepts
identified from the main corpus (i.e. ‘Compendium of Mass
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Gatherings’) for our evaluation. The remaining 34 concepts out of
the 234 concepts are excluded, since these were not extracted from
the main corpus but from a small number of sources of documents
(including journal articles, conference papers, and a public report/
government manual), and also because they were provided explic-
itly by domain experts during the evaluation of the DO4MG
ontology.

Each paper in the corpus provides author-provided keyphrases
and abbreviations. The keyphrases were used to build a domain-
specific glossary list used for building domain-specific knowledge
for measuring the weights of key concept candidates (see also Sec-
tion 3.2). Also, the abbreviations were used to build a synonym ta-
ble applied at the first step for key concept extraction (see also
Section 3.1).

4.2. Evaluation metrics

To determine whether extracted key concepts from CFinder,
Text2Onto, KP-Minder and Moki are relevant or not in the DMG do-
main, the simplest possible way is to verify whether such concept
labels are actually included in DO4MG. However, there are some
concepts that have the same meaning but labeled differently in
DO4MG and the corpus respectively. Examples of such concepts
in DO4MG are those that are labeled by domain experts based on
their experience and knowledge of common terminologies used
by emergency management services. As reported in El-Beltagy
and Rafea (2009), this situation can be occurred in many ontologies
in which concepts are manually or semi-automatically identified
and annotated. Table 4 shows an example of this occasion, where
we see actual key concept candidates extracted from CFinder are
different with the matched concept labels in DO4MG. Therefore, gi-
ven each of the key concept candidates extracted by each method,
we determine manually whether the candidate is matched with
one of the concepts chosen for evaluation purposes (i.e. 200 con-
cepts) in DO4MG. If matched, we refer to it as a relevant key concept.

To evaluate the effectiveness of each method, we used the
following metrics: precision, recall and their harmonic mean (i.e.
F-measure):

F�measure ¼ 2 � precision � recall
precisionþ recall

: ð5Þ
Table 4
An example of key concept candidates and the corresponding concepts in DO4MG.

Extracted key concepts The matched concepts in DO4MG

Mass gathering health Public health
Crowd Crowd features
Event type Gathering type
Mass gathering medicine Medicine
Emergency care Emergency management
Field hospital Local hospital
These metrics are widely used to evaluate information retrieval sys-
tems and also ontology concept extraction methods (Jiang & Tan,
2010; Li & Wu, 2006; Pianta & Tonelli, 2010). In our context, given
a method, precision means the proportion of relevant key concepts
among all those retrieved by the method. Recall is the proportion of
the number of relevant key concepts among all the 200 concepts in
DO4MG.

Furthermore, we also analyze the ranking performance of each
method, i.e., determining how each method can produce relevant
key concepts within a ranking list that is a ranked sequence of
the top 200 key concept candidates ordered by their weights. For
this purpose, we extend precision and recall to evaluate the quality
of the ranking list generated by each method. In this context, we
calculate the precision and recall scores at every position in the
ranking list, and these scores are plotted to provide a precision-re-
call curve (Manning et al., 2008).

In our experimental context, the precision-recall curve has a
distinctive saw-toothed shape, if the (k + 1) th key concept candi-
date in the ranking list is non-relevant. This is because the recall
remains the same as k, while the precision drops where
1 6 k 6 200. If it is relevant, the precision and recall scores in-
crease, and the curve jags up and to the right. Often, it is useful
to remove these jiggles. A standard way is to replace precision with
the interpolated precision (Manning et al., 2008): the interpolated
precision pinterp at a certain recall score r is defined as the highest
precision found for any recall score r0 P r:

pinterpðrÞ ¼max
r0Pr

pðr0Þ

Thus, in our evaluation, we used the interpolated precision to draw
the precision-recall curve for each method (depicted in Fig. 4). The
area under a precision-recall curve is called average precision (AP).
AP provides a single-figure measure of quality across recall scores,
more specifically, the average of the precision scores after each rel-
evant key concept is retrieved. Formally, in our context, given a
method, its AP is calculated as follows (Turpin & Scholer, 2006):

AP ¼ 1
R

X200

i¼1

ri

Pi
j¼1rj

i

 !
; ð6Þ

where R is the number of relevant key concepts extracted by the
method, ri is 1 if the ith key concept candidate is a relevant key con-
cept, and 0, otherwise. In AP, the relevant key concepts ranked high-
er contribute more to the AP than those ranked lower. Thus, AP is
widely used to evaluate methods that are more interested in return-
ing more relevant items (e.g. key concepts) earlier.

Based on the above metrics, to determine whether there is a sig-
nificant difference between the results of two methods, we carried
out statistical tests using Wilcoxon signed rank test (Wilcoxon,
1945), which is a non-parametric version of a paired t-test and
popularly used where the assumption of a normal distribution of
the differences is not justified.
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4.3. Results

Table 5 shows the top 20 and last 20 ranked key concept candi-
dates identified by CFinder and compared methods. The symbol ‘�’
attached to a term indicates that the term is a relevant key concept.
As can be shown, referring to the top 20 key concept candidates,
CFinder outperforms all the three methods by finding the largest
relevant key concepts (i.e. 17). Looking at the last 20 key concept
candidates, CFinder also identifies the largest number of relevant
key concepts (i.e. 8).

Also, we observed that both Text2Onto and KP-Miner identified
multi-word terms as key concept candidates. However, as the
ranked candidates are lower, these methods tended to prefer to
generate single-word terms as key concept candidates that are
mostly non-relevant key concepts. For example, looking at the last
20 key concept candidates identified by these two methods, all
terms are single-word terms where Text2Onto identified only 2
relevant key concepts while KP-Miner found nothing. On the other
hand, we observed that CFinder and Moki were able to generate
multi-word terms that are relevant key concepts even within the
last 20 key concept candidates (i.e. CFinder and Moki identified 8
and 5 relevant key concepts, respectively).

We now present the number of relevant key concepts identified
by each methods in Table 6 with the interval of 10 ranks. This table
aims to provide a better understanding of how each method iden-
tified relevant key concepts as a rank increases. For each rank, the
Table 5
The top 20 and the last 20 ranked key concepts.

Rank CFinder Text2On

1 Mass gathering⁄ Event⁄

2 Event⁄ Patient⁄

3 Patients⁄ Number
4 Emergency medical services⁄ Mass ga
5 Patient presentation rates⁄ Care
6 Medical usage rate⁄ Injury⁄

7 Patient presentations Crowd⁄

8 World health organization Hospita
9 Crowd⁄ Datum
10 Injury⁄ Study
11 Games Physicia
12 Physician⁄ Day
13 Event type⁄ People
14 Medical care⁄ Spectato
15 Emergency department⁄ Emergen
16 Rock concert⁄ Factor
17 Patients per 10,000⁄ Type
18 Mass gathering health⁄ Year
19 Injury surveillance system⁄ Concert
20 Mass casualty incident⁄ Illness⁄

No. of relevant key concepts 17 10

181 Persons Meeting
182 Features Planner
183 Mass gathering situations⁄ Predicti
183 Mass gathering guidelines⁄ Prepare
185 Weather⁄ Chart re
186 Large public events⁄ Clinic
187 Event organizers Death
188 Public health⁄ End
189 Onbashira festival Environ
190 Planning Evidenc
191 Chemicals Goal
192 Medical care system⁄ Leader
193 Training⁄ Paper
194 Provision Place
195 Aid station Research
196 Patient management⁄ Scene
197 Fans Surveilla
198 Patient charts Term
199 Apparent temperature Action
200 Demonstrations Athlete
No. of relevant key concepts 8 2
largest number of relevant key concepts across the 4 methods is
highlighted. As can be seen, considering all top 200 ranked key
concept candidates, CFinder discovered the largest number of rel-
evant key concepts (i.e. 105) and Moki (i.e. 83) is the second best,
while KP-Miner discovered the lowest number of relevant key con-
cepts (i.e. 28). It is also shown that Moki identified the largest
number of relevant key concepts during the ranks between 30
and 50, but gradually identified the lower number of relevant
key concepts compared to CFinder as ranks increase.

Fig. 3 shows the F-measure curve, connecting each F-measure
score at each position in the ranking list for each method. A high
F-measure score indicates that both precision and recall are rea-
sonably high. We observe that as the position increases, the
improvements of CFinder become larger over the compared meth-
ods. Thus, overall, we discover that CFinder shows the best results
and Moki the second best while KP-Miner turns out to be the low-
est, in terms of F-measure.

Considering all the top 200 ranked key concept candidates, the
F-measure score for each method is finally obtained as seen in
Table 7. As observed, CFinder highly outperforms all compared
methods reaching its F-measure score at 0.53. The improvement
ratio of CFinder against each method ranges from 20% (with Moki)
and to 278% (with KP-Miner) as seen in Table 8.

In order to determine whether the improvement of CFinder
against each method is statistically significant, we used Wilcoxon
signed rank test. The input of this statistical test was two lists for
to KP-Miner Moki

Crowd⁄ Mass gathering event⁄

Event⁄ Patient presentation
Mass gatherings⁄ Mass gathering⁄

thering⁄ Spectator⁄ Patient presentation rates⁄

Injuries⁄ Spectator⁄

Public event⁄ Crowd⁄

Medical care⁄ Medical care⁄

l⁄ Venues⁄ Patient⁄

Illness⁄ Accessing
Planning Hospital⁄

n⁄ Care On-site
Health Rock concert⁄

Number Emergency medical services⁄

r⁄ Attendance⁄ Recording
cy Factors Injuries⁄

Types Physician⁄

Rock concerts⁄ Venue⁄

Occur Game
⁄ Mass gathering events⁄ First-aid station⁄

Safety Concert⁄

12 15

Readiness Mass gathering medicine⁄

Document Alcohol use⁄

on Scope Injured patient
dness⁄ Consulted Heat index⁄

view View Established
Sources Security
Later Key
Intensive American red cross

ment Project Evacuation
e Guide Mass site

Quite Loading
Party Model
Inherent Health
Awareness Workload⁄

er Initiative Conducted
Sound Relative humidity

nce⁄ March Field hospital⁄

Granted Rc
Topic Assist
Unit Disaster medicine
0 5
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Fig. 3. The F-measure curves.

Table 7
The comparison in terms of F-measure.

Method F-measure

CFinder 0.53
Text2Onto 0.28
KP-Miner 0.14
Toki 0.43

Table 8
Improvement of CFinder over the compared methods in terms of F-measure.

Method Improvement of CFinder Significance

Text2Onto 92% Sig at 99.9% confidence
KP-Miner 278% Sig at 99.9% confidence
Toki 20% Sig at 99.9% confidence

Table 9
The comparison in terms of average precision (AP).

Method AP

CFinder 0.662
Text2Onto 0.454
KP-Miner 0.595
Toki 0.607

Table 10
Improvement of CFinder over the compared methods in terms of AP.

Method Improvement of CFinder Significance

Text2Onto 45% Sig at 99.9% confidence
KP-Miner 11% Sig at 99.9% confidence
Toki 9% Sig at 99% confidence

Table 6
The number of relevant key concepts.
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CFinder and a compared method, each being the set of the 200
F-measure scores generated by each method, where each score is
calculated at each position in the ranking list. As seen in Table 8,
the improvement of CFinder over all the three methods turns out
to be statistically significant at the 99.9% confidence level (i.e. p-
value < 0.001).

We now evaluate the ranking performance for each method
using the AP metric. As mentioned earlier, for each method, AP is
approximated by the area under a precision-recall curve, where
the (interpolated) precision and recall scores are plotted with dif-
ferent positions in the ranking list generated by the method. Given
each method, its precision-recall curve is depicted in Fig. 4 that
represents a natural way of looking at its performance at every po-
sition in the ranking list in terms of precision and recall.

The curve explains how the interpolated precision and recall
change as a value of k changes. A good method here ranks actual
relevant key concepts near the top of the ranking list, while a poor
method takes a higher score for precision to reach a higher score
for recall. Rather than comparing the curves, as described earlier,
we use a single-figure measure that characterizes the performance
of each method, i.e., AP presented in Eq. (6). The computed AP score
for each method is finally given in Table 9. We discover that CFind-
er also outperforms all compared methods as large as 45% in terms
of AP as seen in Table 10.

To determine whether the improvement of CFinder is statisti-
cally significant over each method, we also applied Wilcoxon
signed rank test. For this test, the input used was the two lists
for CFinder and each of the compared methods, in which each list
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is the precision scores across all the recall scores used in building
the precision-recall curves seen in Fig. 4. According to Table 10,
CFinder shows a significant improvement over Text2Onto and
KP-Miner at the 99.9% confidence level and over Moki at the 99%
confidence level.

Through the evaluation results, we conclusively find that CFind-
er significantly outperforms the three methods in terms of both F-
measure and AP. The evaluation results provide strong evidence
that CFinder can substantially enhance effectiveness of key concept
extraction.
5. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper, we presented a novel method named CFinder that
can be effectively used to extract key concepts for ontology learn-
ing from a text corpus in a domain of interest. The main contribu-
tion of this paper is to propose CFinder for key concept extraction
that is based on a heuristic that combines NLP techniques, statisti-
cal knowledge, domain-specific knowledge and inner structural
pattern of terms extracted from the corpus. More specifically, we
proposed what NLP techniques are used to extract key concept
candidates, how statistical and domain-specific knowledge can
be built and combined to estimate their degrees of relevance in
the target domain, and how the inner structural patterns of the
candidates were further enhanced to identify key concepts within
the knowledge sources.

As demonstrated through the evaluation, CFinder has a strong
ability to improve the effectiveness of key concept extraction.
The real strength of CFinder lies in that it performs in a unsuper-
vised manner which means it does not rely on training documents
to build a model. Also, it does not require many corpora resources
to perform compared to the corpus-based approaches that exploit
multiple documents collections in multiple domains. Further,
CFinder is designed to work with a corpus consisting of a small
number of documents even a single document. This aspect is also
an advantage of CFinder compared to the TF-IDF based approaches
that typically require a large number of documents in the corpus to
perform effectively.

A practical application of CFinder is that it could be effectively
used for keyphrase (or key concept) extraction in various domains,
where keyphrases play an important role such as text categoriza-
tion, text summarization and information retrieval. More impor-
tantly, it is originally designed to extract key concepts for ontology
learning. Therefore, it could be valuably leveraged for automatically
building an ontology from a text corpus in the stage of key concept
extraction. Furthermore, in practice, CFinder is towards a generaliz-
able approach to key concept extraction, meaning that it is not re-
stricted to any particular domains or applications. Although it does
need a glossary list that is the fundamental resource for building
domain-specific knowledge, but it is not compulsory. If it is not
provided, CFinder performs using only statistical knowledge.

We demonstrated the strengths and significance of CFinder over
three state-of-the-art methods for key concept extraction (i.e. Tex-
t2Onto, KP-Miner, and Toki) based on a recently developed ontol-
ogy (i.e. DO4MG) for the domain of ‘emergency management for
mass gatherings’, in terms of F-measure and AP. In our evaluation,
we showed that CFinder achieved a F-measure score of 0.53 and AP
score of 0.66. In comparison to these methods, we observed that
these performance figures are statistically significant improve-
ments as large as 278% in F-measure and 45% in AP (p-value <

0.001). Our evaluation showed that CFinder is an effective method
and provides a promising potential in making a practical impact on
key concept extraction.

As future work, CFinder could be attempted to integrate with an
existing ontology framework (e.g. Text2Onto, Toki). Also, we are
planning to apply and measure the performance of CFinder for
ontology extension (Novalija et al., 2011). Moreover, identifying
properties of key concepts and estimating semantic relations be-
tween key concepts identified by CFinder could be interesting re-
search topics for ontology learning.
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